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Mastering Joomla! 1.5 Extension and Framework Development: The Professional Guide to Programming Joomla!Packt Publishing, 2007

	Joomla! is the world's hottest open-source content management system, and the winner of the 2006 Open Source CMS Prize. Out of the box, Joomla! does a great job of managing the content needed to make your website sing. But for many people, the true power of Joomla! lies in its application framework that makes it possible for thousands of...
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Knowledge Processing and Data Analysis: First International Conference, KONT 2007, Novosibirsk, RussiaSpringer, 2011

	This volume collects the proceedings of two related international conferences on
	foundations and practical applications of mathematical methods of data analysis,
	of Formal Concept Analysis and of methods for information extraction from
	natural language texts. The first conference, named Knowledge - Ontology -
	Theory 2007 (KONT 2007),...
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Artificial Intelligence: Structures and Strategies for Complex Problem Solving (6th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2008

	was very pleased to be asked to produce the sixth edition of my artificial intelligence
	book. It is a compliment to the earlier editions, started over twenty years ago, that our
	approach to AI has been so highly valued. It is also exciting that, as new development in
	the field emerges, we are able to present much of it in each new...
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Analgesia, Anaesthesia and Pregnancy: A Practical GuideCambridge University Press, 2007


	There are now many large and authoritative texts on obstetric anaesthesia and

	analgesia available to the anaesthetic trainee. With reduced time available for

	obstetric anaesthetic training, we feel there is a need for a shorter, more practically

	based text, suitable for both the trainee starting in the maternity suite and the...
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OCA Oracle Database 11g: SQL Fundamentals I: A Real World Certification Guide (1ZO-051)Packt Publishing, 2011

	The Oracle Database 11g: SQL Fundamentals I exam is the first stepping stone in getting the Oracle Certified Associate Certification for Oracle Database 11g. The SQL programming language is used in every major relational database today and understanding the real world application of it is the key to becoming a successful DBA.


	This...
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Molecular Pathology and Diagnostics of Cancer (Cancer Growth and Progression)Springer, 2013

	Molecular pathology is based on the emergence of new techniques that greatly enhance the diagnostic accuracy when facing with challenging differential diagnoses. In addition, new molecular techniques are entering the clinical arena for their value in predicting therapy response and tumor prognosis. This book provides a guide for the...
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Innovations in Rehabilitation Sciences Education: Preparing Leaders for the FutureSpringer, 2005

	The genesis of this book arose from our educational consultations with many physiotherapy

	and occupational therapy colleagues around the world. In the course of presenting

	workshops that were primarily focused on problem-based learning (PBL), it

	became very clear to us that educators in the rehabilitation sciences were very...
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Amazing Java: Learn Java Quickly!Andrei Besedin, 2017

	

	Do you know Java is being used worldwide? These days it is difficult to find a platform not running on Java. Their uses begin from commercial e-commerce website to Android apps, from desktop applications to games, from financial applications to scientific applications, from J2ME applications to open source library...
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Data Analysis with Python: A Modern ApproachPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn a modern approach to data analysis using Python to harness the power of programming and AI across your data. Detailed case studies bring this modern approach to life across visual data, social media, graph algorithms, and time series analysis.

	
		Key Features

		
			Bridge your data analysis...
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Web Services : Theory and PracticeDigital Press, 2004
Web Services describes a pivotal application enabling technology that  takes reusable object technology to new heights and then marries it with the  Web. Web services impact everything to do with applications—including  applications that enterprises already own. However, there is a preponderance of  confusion and misunderstanding...
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Fundamentals of Switching Theory and Logic Design: A Hands on ApproachSpringer, 2006
Information Science and Digital Technology form an immensely complex
and wide subject that extends from social implications of technological
development to deep mathematical foundations of the techniques
that make this development possible. This puts very high demands
on the education of computer science and engineering. To be...
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Pro .NET 2.0 Extreme Programming (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2006
The target audience for this title are current .NET 1.1 developers and future .NET 2.0 developers who need to put Extreme Programming (XP) into practice. While other Extreme Programming books are usually theoretical in approach, this book takes the reader through the practical application of Extreme Programming with code-level solutions. It shows...
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